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little things (a prelude)





N a grey city filled with office buildings 

that scraped the underfloor of the clouds, in 

a grey city of factories run by well-greased 

machines that never slept in too late (and 

after all, who could sleep with the to-and-fro, 

all the shuffling hours of the day), in that 

city of shuddering systems at work, no-one noticed it at first. It made 

page five of a two-bit weekly when it was found on a deceased estate. 

It was put in a box. It left. A second-rate detective was employed to 

find it. It was found on the tallest steeple in town. It was locked away. 

It escaped. As the sun rose, three dailies wore the headlines on their 

fronts. Mouths fell open; shadows buzzed and rushed while lounge 

rooms flickered, lit with reports of it. The mayor, archbishop, three 

doyen clamoured to make their welcomes. As the sun rose the next day, 

all strode a lighter stride. Talkshow hosts raved. Breakfasts hummed. 

Politicians warbled and screenplays were writ. Nothing in their spiny 

libraries told them a thing of anything like it. What need for the gods 

now? It was wooed by portraitists in shining dentures, and offered the 

keys then leadership of the city which (a little less grey) was alive with 

it. The city began to forget; brass domes soon popped from the central 

square, each dawn a blast and trill of self-worship. Scholars headached 

wisps of their theories. Machines were less well-greased, sleep sounder, 

workers in their places slower. The city began to forget. The city began 

to forget and then (yes) the city forgot, then forgot it had forgotten and 

then, at that moment and quick as it had come, it left. Cemeteries sat 

blank and sunken-eyed, waiting beyond the hills while the city clicked, 

whirred, and remembered. Fists shook from out the drear; human 

nature abhors a vacuum, after all. Suburbs nodded in brick veneer and, 

in the days to come, the shuffling had never seemed so loud. The sky 

hurled its weather, nothing else. Nights once more electric. The only 

thing that had changed (each assured the other) was that everywhere 

everyone was certainly correct, and that nothing at all had changed. 





part one
But how human!

Kierkegaard, Either/Or

How the sound of a bird-cry moves us –
any strong voice first formed long ago!

Rilke, Sonnets to Orpheus





I spent the first years of my life in a valley

 sitting in woods muttering the occult business of little folktales;

  madness sometimes works

amid the machines, kept running elegiacally by large sets of hands

 sweeping populations of crow from each momentary wholeness

  I spent the first years of my life in a valley

enchanted by the noise of complex human emotion: it was

 big trouble in tweed jackets, the very wide landscapes of modern man

  and this is why madness sometimes works

(a tradition with its own lost imps/holograms)

 in a wilderness of anthropological models, inside the encyclopedias of kids

  I spent the first years of my life in a valley

conscious as animals inside hotelroom dreams, with

 TV screens jamming on runaway wars crackling away; maybe this

  is why madness sometimes works

a flash of ancient feeling telepathed from unseen, watching minds

 (there’s an indefinite number of possibilities if

  you concentrate like a good bird), so: you spend the first years of 

your life in a valley

  where madness sometimes works

(Ted Hughes)



‘what we think has everything to do with what we’re looking at’

the Helens and Michaels drifting groundwork like claymation, on-duty and everyday

inside moods and blue jeans, outliers of the infinite

chimes a brotherhood of Stephens, roaming colonially

while handing animal pelts to professors hissing like dustjacket photographs

in gravity, stars fixing a tone where outlines of the infinite

bathe men concentrating like x-ray, exclaiming whenever is-ness slams

underneath their hats, Felicities motioning in the too-audible verbs of mild applause,

‘how we think has everything to do with what we’re looking at’

squeezing together in the elemental dim across dining room carriages, passing 

through an afternoon in the outer circumferences of Monday, where a Charles intones

‘what I look at has everything to do with what

I think’ (textures of this world make outlines of the infinite …)

(Charles Wright)

carrying huge attics behind their eyes, walls covered with impressionism
while arrangements of bird conglomerate like unattainable dénouement in landscape

‘what we look at has everything to do with what we’re thinking’

they’ll venture, radiating in a whelm of semi-silent bloodlines, side-by-side

and the dead calling cautionary fugues from underneath hills, upward

skulls through loam, outliers of the infi nite



as all children know, truth   is a snake eating its own tail

while householders whinny ethics across dining rooms of thought

and this might be the last thing that can be said

shining a slew of reality across ancestral paths

where the dead pick turnips, shake-boned to narratives arriving by cartload

and this might be the last thing that can be said

dogs barking brio up their roads

to the next command centre, where gentlemen from the avant-garde critique cartoons 

and as all children say, truth   is the future’s loudest part

eyes bulging from inside cliché, where

shadow hurls grappling devices amid impedimenta buried by weather

and where, as all children know, truth   is a snake eating its own tail

this might be the last thing that can be said 

(Paul Muldoon)

and as all children know, truth   is self-polishing, a bust of bronze

for any generalissimo inside a behaviour army

where cats and physics momentarily freeeze! (a place

afternoons can dull to whispered manifestos) and where pre-existence
might be the last thing that can be known

critical-eyed amid the jaunty peasant societies (noon markets, storytelling, pigs, perhaps a
 ben

ch
)



I argue about this with my analyst

two forces cancelling one another out, avoiding the wonder

of wrecked endings, sometimes it takes

so long for afternoons to pass (dressed just slightly off)

doormen polite as avalanches, asking me to wait: I argue

bliss is improbable (life cannot be one’s continuing

orgasm) so surprise is promoted to the front rank

… you can sample people, look at the nice wine, I have 

many arguments with my analyst but on the whole it’s chatty

and at the end we say ‘you’re happy?’ then we say

‘The End’, and sometimes the afternoons go past, resolved

as blurred photographs and all that

blank space up front: arguing about this with my analyst

it takes so long for afternoons to pass

(John Ashbery)


